
RAMIL GILMANOV
Experienced Ruby on Rails Developer

ramig.1985@gmail.com https://linkedin.com/in/ramilgilmanov https://github.com/ramil350 Kazan, Tatarstan

SUMMARY

Experienced Ruby on Rails developer with over 10 years of hands-on 
experience. Strong expertise in relational databases and extensive 
knowledge in building infrastructure, setting up CI/CD pipelines, and 
ensuring smooth development processes through DevOps practices. 
Proven track record of delivering high-quality software solutions 
efficiently. Leadership abilities and capacity to guide and mentor other 
developers within a team. Strong problem-solving and communication 
skills.

EXPERIENCE

Senior Tech Lead
ShowMojo 2016 - Present  Remote, USA

Developed and maintained a large-scale residential leasing automation 
platform using Ruby on Rails.

Led a team of developers to deliver new features on time and ensure 
stable system uptime.
Worked closely with the leadership team to outline strategic goals and 
priorities.
Polished the development and deployment processes to reduce 
issues, bugs and ensure smooth continuous deployment and delivery.
Maintained complex production infrastructure to ensure stability, 
availability and reliability.
Created a disaster recovery plan, carried out the implementation with 
the team. Built an entire new backup infrastructure.
Implemented various features using Ruby on Rails, Sinatra.
Designed and optimized the database schema, configuration, queries.

Team Lead / Ruby on Rails Developer
Flatstack 2015 - 2016  Kazan, Tatarstan

Led multiple development teams working on different platforms using 
Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, Ember.js

GoGreenRide
HotelInsider
SourceClear

Ruby on Rails Developer
UNIQ systems lab 2013 - 2015  Kazan, Tatarstan

Maintained and developed several web applications using Ruby on Rails, 
Sinatra, Grape, PostgreSQL, CouchDB, Redis.

Software Developer
CIR 2007 - 2013  Kazan, Tatarstan

EDUCATION

Master's degree (Applied Mathematics and 
Computer Science)
Kazan State University 2002 - 2007  Kazan, Tatarstan

STRENGTHS

Problem Solver
Utilized problem solving skills to resolve 
complex technical issues, resulting in 
performance improvement and 
increase in customer satisfaction.

Team Leader
Led, motivated, and inspired team 
members to efficiently develop, test and 
deploy new features. Collaborated with 
third-party teams to build integrations 
and complex projects.

Detail Oriented
Demonstrated attention to detail in 
polishing task requirements, coding and 
testing, resulting in reduction of 
development time, deployment issues 
and production bugs.

SKILLS

Ruby on Rails PostgreSQL

Javascript Git Testing

DevOps CI/CD AWS Docker

API Development API Integrations

ACHIEVEMENTS

Building a reliable and stable 
platform
Led the development of the platform 
that helped the company become 
profitable, successful and growing.

Implementing an efficient and 
reliable delivery process
Implemented clear development, 
technical review and testing processes, 
set up CI/CD, resulting in reduction of 
deployment issues and bugs.

Implementing complex API 
integrations
Designed and implemented numerous 
API integrations with property 
management systems, listing sites and 
other services, resulting in increase of 
active customers.
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